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Two horizontal lines give a name. Two solutions are associated with that name.
In the box, put the sum of the numbers of the clues to those solutions.
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Across

1 Won back dessert 

glass left around (8)

6 Off-the-cuff 

comment, curiously 

ribald, not run (2,3)

10 Period during 

which the monarch 

can withdraw 

assent (5)

11 Screen idol's 

cycling team tours 

England (5,4)

12 Kill enemy crossing 

large marine 

platform (3,4)

13 Article encased in 

stone is missing 

from tool bag (7)

14 Dress with suit 

showing eagerness 

to start (3-2-3-2)

16 Old country seen in 

key parts of 

exhausting newsreel 

(4)

19 One leaves bone in 

watering holes (4)

21 Tactical voter's 

nasal protection 

puts on pressure, 

say (7,3)

24 Soldiers with 

advanced special 

abilities (7)

26 Red limo, perhaps 

on special hire (7)

27 A left back once 

passed quickly and 

faded away (9)

28 Finally blunt every 

drill (5)

29 Some youth leaders 

like Miami Beach 

(5)

30 Beat small egg into 

fish (8)

Down

2 Extremely strange 

deer essentially tries 

to fall over (7)

3 Coincides with 

some spare circuits 

(8)

4 Make Eagle look 

glitzy - Labour's 

first flower (9)

5 Birds very into 

rabbits (5)

6 Prevents director 

leaving 

commercials (6)

7 Most of dead 

revolutionary's 

locks (7)

8 Woman rising in 

orderly rebellion (5)

9 Each instruction to 

choir being less 

strict (6,2)

15 Became familiar 

with God, set out to 

convert (3,4,2)

17 Irritated high Tory 

expressing 

acquiescence (6-2)

18 Wind bar round 

soldier (8)

20 Pamplona's Civil 

War battle? (4,3)

22 The French are 

cross American 

writer describes 

powerful weapon 

(7)

23 Short-tempered 

agent receives hot 

tip (6)

24 British sailors go 

round features of 

ski resorts (1-4)

25 Hides family in 

vacant shelters (5)


